
St Mark’s 2010 Paschal Candle  
 
 
Being given the privilege of preparing this year’s Paschal Candle was an illuminating 
experience in more ways than one. Having enjoyed the Paschal Liturgy in a monastic 
environment over several Easters too many years ago, I had been profoundly moved 
by the rich symbolism employed in the various designs of the candles and the 
accompanying liturgy.  
 
Although the basic requirement is a Cross, the Alpha and Omega signs, and the 
year, some older liturgies employ an extra five nail-like, incense-filled insertions 
which pierce the candle around its Cross, symbolic of Christ’s wounds. This links to 
the preceding Good Friday bidding prayers sung in Gregorian chant and includes the 
rare use of ancient Greek, the Hagios O Theós.  The ritual of the lighting of the 
Paschal candle from the new fire kindled on Holy Saturday is an awesome 
experience, held as it is in the still darkness of the monastery church, the choir’s 
voices rising and falling in the simplicity of the ancient chant. Then, the climax of the 
Lumen Christi  followed by the procession and Exultet where the Church is gradually 
lit from the Paschal candle, becoming brighter and brighter as more and more 
candles blaze forth. When sung in its Gregorian form, this liturgy can take hours, only 
fading to silence as the dawn breaks.  
 
The history of the Paschal candle is interesting: written reference can be traced back 
as early as St. Jerome (384 AD), and St. Augustine (the first one) mentions 
composing a prayer for the Paschal candle. Competition in mediaeval times to have 
the biggest and best Paschal candle led to some almost comical excesses. The 
Paschal candle of Salisbury Cathedral was an extraordinary 36 feet tall. In 1558, the 
Paschal candle at Westminster Cathedral weighed a colossal three hundredweight. 
After these candles had been used for the last time on Whitsun Eve, they were 
melted down into flat disc- shaped candles and distributed to the poor in a tradition 
which some historians say goes back to the earliest days of the catechumens 
secretly becoming Christians in the caves and catacombs of the time. The giving of 
the Baptismal Candle at the conclusion of the rite of Baptism seems to confirm this. 
 
Our St Mark’s Paschal candle is designed with the Cross centred by the lion, ancient 
symbol of the evangelist St Mark from whom our church takes its name. Some may 
wonder at the style of the lion. Our St Mark’s has a tradition of individuality and I 
designed the lion to express this. Instead of the standing passive lion, I chose to 
have our lion rampant, upright and lively. This position also suits the vertical 
constriction imposed by the tubular shape of our candle’s design. The Cross is 
illustrated as a flame burning from within to symbolise the Holy Spirit. The Alpha and 
Omega, and the date 2010 are placed in a tradition that goes back over a thousand 
years.  
 
Ann Clipsham is our talented Chandler who supplied the bare ‘canvas’ of our candle, 
and it was a privilege to be involved in its final form.   
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